DIRECTIONS: Read the article and answer the questions below. Mark “T” for True and “F” for False.

1. _____ Former CIA bosses have put out an open letter spelling out step-by-step how enhanced interrogations after 9/11 led to the killing of Osama bin Laden.
2. _____ The letter expresses dismay that Democrats issued their report with “cherry-picked” information.
3. _____ Most troubling was the contention that the decade old interrogations led to no useful intelligence.
4. _____ They did not accuse Dianne Feinstein of politicizing the report since Republicans served on the committee.
5. _____ The letter was signed by George Tenet, Porter Goss and Michael Hayden.
6. _____ The letter was sent to the Washington Post.
7. _____ The top spies battled to define the historical record and prevent legal action around the world.
8. _____ The report recommended legal prosecution for wrongdoing and the Justice Department intends to open a criminal probe.
9. _____ A UN special investigator has demanded that those responsible be brought to justice.
10. _____ Current CIA Director John Brennan praised the report.
11. _____ According to the letter, enhanced interrogation (EH) led to the capture of Abu Zubaydah and Ramzi Bin al Shibh which in turn led to the capture of Khalid Shaikh Mohammed.
12. _____ Zubaydah and bin Al Shibh divulged the location of Hambali, who carried out the Bali attacks.
13. _____ Khalid Shaikh Mohammad, under interrogation, pointed out the Hambali’s successor who was planning a major airliner attack, akin to 9/11.
14. _____ According to the CIA, the interrogation program produced information on a courier that put him at the top of the list on bin Laden’s whereabouts.
15. _____ When confronted, Mohammed told the truth about the courier – which led the CIA to bin Laden.
16. _____ The identity of the courier has never been declassified and remains a top secret.
17. _____ According to the Senate report, the interrogations had nothing to do with capturing bin Laden.
18. _____ Michael Hayden was signaled out in the report, a charge he dismisses because he stated that any wrong-doing predated his arrival at the CIA.

19. _____ Former CIA officials published a website showing decade old statements from Feinstein and Rockefeller that praised the agencies efforts.

20. _____ Republicans published their own minority report, saying the committee wasted $40 Million of taxpayer dollars, while Feinstein said most of the cost was incurred by the CIA trying to hide its record.